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Abstract

Network Centric Warfare (NCW) plays a significant role in modern warfare. The benefits of information superiority and shared situational awareness across the battlefield cannot be disputed. However, analysis of the concept indicates potential for micromanagement comes with these advancing technologies. As a result, NCW has enabled the operational commander to imbue centralized execution at the tactical level of war, minimizing the need for junior commanders to rely on stated guidance and intent to accomplish the mission. Tactical commanders are therefore denied the ability to exercise judgment based on their experience and intuition, hindering development of their innovative and creative decision-making skills at lower command echelons. Continued growth of tomorrow’s operational commander is crucial to the military’s success. This paper will demonstrate that a lack of understanding of how to effectively incorporate NCW has a detrimental impact on the development of future leaders. Although present throughout all of the services at the operational level, micromanagement is most pronounced within the United States Navy. The paper concludes with recommendations for the operational commander to assist in mitigating micromanagement and aiding in the leadership development of subordinates.
INTRODUCTION

*Everything starts and ends with leadership. Nothing else we accomplish, no other priority we pursue, is of much consequence if we do not have sound and effective leadership in place to enact it.*

– Admiral Michael G. Mullen, *CNO Guidance for 2006*

Today, the operational commander is inundated with more technology and information than ever before. Network Centric Warfare (NCW)\(^1\) affords the commander unprecedented access to a plethora of data, giving him increased situational awareness of the entire theater of operation. Such advances in the technological realm of warfighting advertise accelerated responsiveness and improved coordination in hopes of reducing the ever-present fog of war. However, if the operational commander is not careful, NCW offers a great opportunity for micromanagement.

Effective leadership is the most critical and dynamic element of combat power.\(^2\) Over-relied on, NCW poses a challenge to today’s operational commander in mastering the art of leadership. If he becomes too intimately involved in every decision, from strategic to tactical, he will ultimately suppress the initiative of his subordinate commanders. The result of such actions will be expectations of continued guidance from his subordinates, along with an associated reluctance to act without it. Consequently, the subordinate commanders’ decision-making skills are weakened in the long run.

It is vital to keep in mind that warfare remains a human enterprise where “the human element is the most important element.”\(^3\) Continued growth of tomorrow’s operational commander is crucial to the military’s success. This paper will demonstrate that a lack of understanding of how to effectively incorporate NCW has a detrimental impact on the
development of future leaders. Although present throughout all of the services at the operational level, micromanagement is most pronounced within the United States Navy.

BACKGROUND

Operational Leadership

A leader is someone who inspires and influences people to accomplish organizational goals, whether it is by virtue of assumed role or assigned responsibility. But what distinguishes an operational leader from a tactical leader? As Milan N. Vego indicates in his writings, a leader at the tactical level of command is limited to planning and fighting battles while a leader at the operational level of command focuses on the bigger picture by planning and conducting major operations or campaigns. Leaders at the operational level use operational art to accomplish their objectives. Effective use of operational art requires a leader to possess operational competency in addition to solid leadership skills. “Operational competency requires mastery of the tactical domain and a deft understanding of the strategic.” In effect, commanders at the operational level of war generally have a broader scope in terms of time and space than do commanders operating at the tactical level.

Network Centric Warfare

At the core of NCW is a robustly networked force that provides information sharing to linked forces, therefore enhancing the quality of information and shared situational awareness through a common operating picture. NCW enables more collaboration and permits a flattened, decentralized command structure that promotes self-synchronization. Decisions can then be made at the lowest possible level of command to meet the commander’s intent, therefore enhancing sustainability and speed of command. All of these forces combined are intended to dramatically improve mission effectiveness.
In the book, *Network Centric Warfare*, the authors explain that “[NCW] is about human and organizational behavior. NCW is based on adopting a new way of thinking—network-centric thinking—and applying it to military operations.” They proclaim that NCW is not just about technology; it is about the military’s response to the Information Age.

**The Paradox**

Operational leaders who have never forgotten the thrill of tactical prowess are mesmerized by the NCW promise of both the big-picture vision and pseudotactical connectivity. The same NCW environment that is designed to widely distribute information to encourage decision-making at the lowest possible level also enables micromanagement by the commander at the operational level. Consequently, the desire for the commander to have his hand in the cookie jar ultimately creates additional lines of communication thus decreasing the speed of information flow. Not only does micromanagement undermine the intent of NCW by slowing down reaction times, it serves as a significant disservice to the leadership development of the junior officers because it fails to give them a chance to learn.

**Organizational Culture**

In order to fully comprehend the paradox, it is important to have an understanding of the military’s organizational culture. Unlike many organizations in the civilian sector where the leadership is often hired from external sources, the military grows its own leaders by promoting from within. It is therefore up to the current leadership to help groom their subordinates to become the future leaders of the organization.

With such an incestuous culture, how then can the military have flaws at the operational level? To understand how this is possible it is important to realize how one
develops leadership skills to the point where they are effective at the operational level of command. In order to move through the ranks at the lower levels of command one must demonstrate tactical prowess to prove worthy of promotion. It is this same tactical proficiency as a warfighter that also affords one the opportunity to reach command at the operational level. Once there, the commander is expected to suppress his tactical leadership mindset that has paved the way for his success and focus his energy on the operational realm of leadership. Not every leader is successful in this transition.

**DISCUSSION**

Gone are the days when once a ship left homeport the commander was fully reliant on his subordinate commanders to accomplish the mission. The advent of NCW has resulted in a trend of centralized control of execution among senior leaders, having effectively disregarded the lines between strategic, operational, and tactical levels of war. There is an enormous temptation for upper echelon commanders to reach forward and directly impact decision-making at lower levels. “At the operational level, the ability to exercise a more centralized style of control combined with the apparent necessity to dictate tactical execution will tend to mitigate the necessity for an operational leader to create [and enforce] a clear and concise commander’s intent.”

According to joint doctrine, commander’s intent “provides focus to the staff and helps subordinates and supporting commanders take actions to achieve the military end state without further orders, even when operations do not unfold as planned.” In the U.S. Navy, Navy Warfare Publication 3-32 discusses commander’s intent in detail. It clearly states that the Navy operational commander should rely on the initiative of his subordinate commanders to act in a manner that satisfies his stated intent while ensuring coordination with other
elements of the force. However, despite the emphasis placed on “intent” in publications, the Navy fails to culturally implement it in their day-to-day operations. If the commander’s intent is clear and concise, there should be no need for further amplification on a daily basis. Nonetheless, to this day, naval commands such as Carrier Strike Group THREE still rely on their Daily Intentions Message (DIMS) to relay information to both their seniors and subordinates. NCW, which allows unprecedented access to a plethora of real-time information, is affording the operational commander the ability to create and disseminate these critical guidelines on the fly, breeding an environment of centralized control. Unfortunately, such actions allow the commander to fall victim to several age-old deficiencies of command including potential information overload, second-guessing, micro-management, stifling of initiative, and distractions.

In addition to advances in technology internal to the military, outside technological influences such as the media also contribute to centralized control. Media warfare can put an enormous time constraint on decision makers. These external forces compel the military to alter how they process information. Often, operational commanders are forced to bypass lower echelons of leadership when dealing with time-sensitive material and the media, requiring them to back brief their commanders only after the information has been displayed over the public airwaves.

It is important to note that one of the U.S. military’s greatest strengths is the initiative of its tactical commanders. However, if junior officers become accustomed to centralized control from operational leadership where decisions are made exclusively from senior leaders, there is a great likelihood that they will grow hesitant and indecisive. The temptation on the part of senior leaders to meddle in lower level decisions creates a danger of
taking initiative and independence away from individuals at lower echelon levels. Additionally, it shows a lack of trust in their abilities. Over time, relying on centralized execution becomes a crutch, stifling the junior officer’s leadership development.

Experience plays an integral role in fostering long-term professional growth, and it is clear that development of certain skills is hindered when the experiences exist in an environment of micromanagement. In the U.S. Navy specifically, a zero-defect mentality is a major contributor to such an environment. Mistakes on the job are rarely used as training tools, rather addressed immediately and publicly with punitive corrective actions. A perfect example is assist visits, which have evolved into practice inspections that require the same degree of preparation as the inspection itself. Therefore there is no room for mistakes. In effect, with someone always looking over their shoulder, micromanagement eliminates the need for those junior officers to develop the skills of decision-making, intelligent risk taking, creativity, and innovation.

Additionally, being able to learn from ones own experience is an essential competency for coping with increasing complexity and change. To then have the ability to adapt to such an environment requires cognitive skills. “Cognitive skills are any mental skills that are used in the process of acquiring knowledge; these skills include reasoning, perception, and intuition.” Yet, coupled with micromanagement, the dramatic increase in situational awareness provided by NCW reduces cognitive loading. A comment made by a Captain from the 7th Cavalry Regiment reaffirms the decreased reliance on cognitive skills on today’s battlefield: “Sitting on top of a moving turret, talking into the radio, trying to control the vehicle, getting a red flashlight, finding the map, looking at the map, figuring out where I am with the PLGR (GPS), back to the map . . . with FBCB2 I didn’t have to do any of that to
The operator’s ability to make use of the information provided by the network, combined with the centralized direction received from upper echelon commanders, eliminates the need to develop the cognitive piece of the leadership skill set. Therefore, as these junior officers progress in their careers the military will be full of senior leaders who have significantly diminished capability for operational command.

The importance of cognitive abilities in modern warfare cannot be ignored. As Milan Vego explains, the military (particularly the U.S. Navy) has placed boundless faith in the value and importance of new technologies, grossly neglecting the human element of warfare. It is the human element of logic and common sense that serves as the key for making sound operational decisions. These decisions require the ability to synthesize both the strategic and tactical information in order to have an accurate picture of the operational situation. Technological advances in intelligence gathering and information sharing are merely tools that contribute to successful combat operations. There is no substitute for sound decision-making and skillful leadership. Ultimately, the human factor will prove most crucial to victory.

One could argue that if the operational commander possesses both the tactical data and the cognitive skills necessary to make effective strategic, operational, and tactical decisions better and faster, then maybe he should. However, there are drawbacks to this argument. Such a statement assumes the commander will always have unimpeded access to information and that there will always be a continuity of operations. NCW plays a significant role in the acquisition and timely dissemination of vital intelligence to the operational commander. Nevertheless, when the commander becomes tied to technology, it becomes a capability that is vulnerable.
It is therefore imperative that in the event of technological failure the operational commander trusts his subordinates to continue on with the mission. Yet, it must not be forgotten that objectives are achieved by the application of sound operational art. Success on the battlefield requires the ability to quickly analyze a situation and come up with innovative solutions. “The speed at which events will occur and their complexity will require leaders with agile minds who can think through a problem logically, come up with viable courses of action, and translate that concept into clear, simple language to his subordinates.”26 If subordinate commanders are bred in an environment dominated by micromanagement, they may have never developed the required skills to master operational art. Too often, NCW is relied upon as a method of warfare, when in actually it is merely an enabler. If individuals are not afforded the opportunity to have hands on experience in how to effectively incorporate NCW in combat situations, they cannot be expected to successfully do so when no one is looking over their shoulder.

Counterargument

NCW has tremendous capabilities. Appropriate application of NCW tools and procedures yields improved flexibility and planning that not only enhances mission accomplishment, but also fosters the development of the subordinate commander. A case study examining U.S. Fifth Fleet’s Commander Task Force Fifty (CTF-50), embarked on the nuclear aircraft carrier USS Carl Vinson (CVN 70), reveals NCW can be a viable tool to promote long-term professional development. As one of the first studies of a staff at the operational level of war, it paid considerable attention to the given conditions and climate that made CTF-50’s implementation of NCW tools successful.27
Rear Admiral (RADM) Thomas Zelibor, Commander CTF-50, was willing to give up some personal control in order to realize the benefits of NCW. He entrusted his staff with the operational leeway to execute his intent through utilization of the tools afforded by NCW. Of these tools, the most notable was the staff’s success at implementing the Knowledge Web (KWeb) into their day-to-day operations.\textsuperscript{28} Because the Admiral insisted on making the KWeb his primary means for gaining situational awareness the staff religiously updated their sites, therefore facilitating information flow. Consequently, with all the current information available to the commander on the KWeb, there was no need to spend extra time and effort on the time-honored Navy tradition of building PowerPoint presentations. Routine daily briefs could be conducted straight from the web pages. As a result, staff members had time to have “what if” discussions and were able spend more time conducting tactical and strategic planning. By appropriately incorporating NCW into his staff’s daily routine, RADM Zelibor was able to effectively push his vision downstream, thus fostering the professional development of the staff members at the lower levels of his command.

**CONCLUSIONS**

RADM Zelibor was a unique flag officer. He was able to cultivate a command climate of trust and understanding that is the foundation for NCW success. As the case study shows, if implemented correctly, NCW can have a positive impact on the professional development of junior leaders. However, most commanders do not possess the command style that allows this level of decentralized decision-making. Most strike group commanders, to date, have failed to be as effective at networking their forces.\textsuperscript{29}

NCW plays a significant role in modern warfare. The benefits of information superiority and shared situational awareness across the battlefield cannot be disputed. While
technology does act as a force multiplier, it must not be forgotten that leadership is what allows us to leverage that technology. Nonetheless, as demonstrated, the potential for micromanagement comes hand in hand with these advancing technologies. NCW has enabled the operational commander to imbue centralized execution at the tactical level of war, minimizing the need for junior commanders to rely on stated guidance and intent to accomplish the mission. Tactical commanders are therefore denied the ability to exercise judgment based on their experience and intuition, hindering development of their innovative and creative decision-making skills at lower command echelons. As a result, the effectiveness of tomorrow’s operational leader is in jeopardy.

The military must challenge the leaders of today to develop the operational leaders for tomorrow. The key for the commander will be to find the right balance between leadership and management. Many of the services have effective development plans in place to accomplish such a task; however, the U.S. Navy is lagging behind in this endeavor. Long-term leadership growth needs to focus on development of subordinates who are no longer dependent on their leaders for decisions, and who can operate on intent without fear of reprisal. The following are recommendations for the operational level commander to assist him in mitigating micromanagement and aiding in the leadership development of his subordinates.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Commander’s Intent

To begin with, operational leaders must establish a clear commander’s intent and ensure that it is effectively distributed and understood down the chain of command. A clear commander’s intent provides necessary vision and enables subordinate commanders to
clearly understand what actions must be taken to accomplish the commander’s overall objective. It should give free rein to the initiative of the subordinate commanders when the original plan no longer applies, therefore enabling the lowest echelon leaders to make the right decisions in time critical situations.\(^{30}\)

It is imperative that operational commanders inculcate their intent from day one via their Operation Order. This will prevent them from falling victim to the temptation to use NCW capabilities to relay their intent as the situation unfolds. Similarly, the theater Rules of Engagement and Special Instructions (SPINS) must be founded in the commander’s intent and enable the tactical commander to act. Failure to allow the tactical commander to act without the operational commander’s permission ultimately stifles his development.

A clear commander’s intent therefore fosters a more decentralized control structure, which is the ultimate aim of NCW. When the commander is able to separate himself from the tactical aspect of warfare, he is then able to focus on the larger operational picture. A reduction in “over-the-shoulder” leadership on behalf of the operational commander stimulates—as opposed to micromanagement that stifles—the development of initiative and innovation among subordinate commanders.

**Culture Shift in Training and Exercises**

These stipulations are not merely a requirement during wartime. The stage for leadership development needs to be set prior to stepping foot in the theater of operations. It begins during training and exercises. For starters, it should be imperative that the operational commander participates in the training. Too often leaders at the operational level have the mindset that “training” is merely for their staffs, for example those personnel who have less
experience than they do. The demands placed on today’s operational leader often dissuade them from being intimately involved in training during peacetime.

It is crucial for the commander to have the opportunity to view the performance of his subordinates for two reasons. First and foremost, it allows him to build trust in his subordinates’ abilities. In order to work together successfully in a NCW bred self-synchronization environment, a high level of trust must be maintained across all levels of leadership. “At a minimum, this means that they have exercised together successfully across the wide range of missions involved.” Operational leaders who have had the opportunity to observe their subordinates’ decision making skills under various circumstances are able to build trust and confidence in their tactical execution. As a result, the operational commanders will be less likely to micromanage the situation under the assumption they could perform the task more effectively themselves.

Second, and as equally important, it allows for mentoring and feedback on behalf of the operational commander. Training our own replacement needs to become a larger emphasis of the Navy’s culture. Mentoring must be at the heart of any serious leader development program. It requires one-on-one, face-to-face counseling in order to help prepare junior leaders for increased responsibility by helping to further their professional development. This is accomplished through feedback as to whether or not appropriate decisions were made. The key to effective feedback is that it must be timely, relevant, and informative. Both mentoring and associated feedback are not possible if the operational commander is not a viable participant during both training and exercises.

While feedback is critical, so too is an environment which tolerates well-intentioned mistakes. The operational commander must cleanse his environment of the zero-defect
mentality that too often drives naval operations, especially during times of training. When subordinate commanders make “wrong” decisions, they should not be seen as failures, but rather opportunities from which to learn. Under this mindset, junior leaders are much more likely to be engaged. Engaged people innovate. It is critical to development to allow people to experiment without fear of retribution if they fail. They will then be able to leverage their own experiences and be of more value to the organization in the future.

**Development of the Cognitive Domain**

As previously discussed, well-developed cognitive skills are a critical factor in the effectiveness of an operational commander. It is therefore crucial for the future leader to have exposure to cognitive thinking earlier, rather than later, in his career. In the U.S. Navy in particular, we wait too long to groom our future leaders. There needs to be a much greater focus on thinking and cognitive skill development in lower level schooling. Operational and strategic level leadership courses such as the Joint Force Maritime Component Course for Flag Officers occur too late in an officer’s career. By the time a commander reaches the Flag/General Officer level, he should carry with him a fully developed cognitive skill set.

So how do we get there? To begin with, the Navy needs to shed themselves of the time-is-money mentality where the main goal of the education initiative is to get individuals back to their assignments quickly. This is anchored solidly in a fundamental cultural bias toward “on-the-job-training.” It is unacceptable that seats at sister Service Professional Military Education schools go unfilled because the Navy is unwilling to pull credible officers from their operational line communities.³⁵

Although not specifically required for certification, service colleges are expected to provide leadership education to their students. “Ironically, however, the service institutions
do not focus on leadership education.”36 The Navy, specifically, has no curriculum designed to educate and develop leaders to bring strategic thinking skills and innovative approaches to the challenges of transforming organizations. The Navy’s PME, as well as the syllabus at the Naval War College, offer no core courses in leadership education. “Each of the College’s three core courses claims to provide leadership education as an integral part of its curriculum, but learning modules and objectives directed to that end are conspicuously absent.”37 A true leadership syllabus needs to be added to the curriculum so that education is available to all students and not just those who are enrolled in the “Leadership Area of Study” as their elective choice.

Leadership at the operational level of command requires leaders to be well educated in the concept of battle command. Battle command refers to the art of battle decision-making, and is centered on the commander’s mental qualities and cognitive abilities.38 “Although information technology will greatly enhance military operations, it will not alter the battle command process; therefore, mastering the art of battle command is still paramount to the commander’s successful decision making, creation of information superiority, and decisive military operations.”39 It is ultimately the commander’s ability, experience, and wisdom that will allow him to convert the information provided through NCW to operational and strategic knowledge.

Equally important is the operational commander’s understanding of the future uses and limits of information technology and its effects on battle command.40 It is crucial that the commander learn how a decision can be enhanced with technology vice driven by it. Doctrine development on employment of technology is a necessary next step to properly incorporating NCW with operational leadership. It is important to set guidelines for how to
property utilize NCW as a tool in order to help deter the desire to exploit that information for the purposes of micromanagement. Education, combined with doctrine, must emphasize the proper functions and applications of available technology as it relates to the respective levels of warfighting.

In his book, “Understanding Information Age Warfare,” David Alberts contends that an individual’s direct experience with the physical domain contributes to the development of the cognitive skills.\(^{41}\) It is important to recognize that the changing skills and values needed by leaders cannot be acquired solely from attending formal training. Therefore, it is essential to capitalize on developmental opportunities afforded during operational assignments. The extent of development is dependant upon the types of challenges offered by these assignments. More learning occurs when individuals are able to analyze their experiences and learn from them.\(^{42}\) It is apparent that proper development of cognitive skills does not occur when the experiences exist in an environment of micromanagement that fosters a restricted learning atmosphere.

The Army has already adopted such a shift in perspective, viewing people as active players who pursue their own development vice passive receivers of whatever training is bestowed upon them. The Navy’s leadership development could greatly benefit by shifting to a mindset where individuals are proactive in developing relationships with mentors. Those mentors and advisors need to help identify assignments that provide an opportunity to develop the cognitive skills needed to lead the Navy into the future.\(^{43}\)

In summary, we must be able to find an effective balance where technology furthers, rather than hinders, development of the future leader. My recommendations help shape that balance. If we are successful in developing great leaders for our future, we will be rewarded...
with individuals who are unafraid to share information and unleash the initiative of their subordinates.
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